
Zone 8

Score Reporting and Gamesheet Policy

These fines have been put in place to enhance the accountability of the membership and to keep

Zone 8 consistent with the operations across the Ontario Lacrosse Association.

Immediate Score Reporting In Zone Games Zone 8 and Zone 9 will be trialing a new online

game sheet program this season.  With this Teams will be responsible for uploading their rosters and

confirming players for upcoming games, but all in Zone or Zone 9 exhibition games will be sent to the

statistician by the referees.

Immediate Score Reporting Out of Zone Exhibition Games For all exhibition games that are

against (home or away) a team outside of Zone 8 or Zone 9, it is the responsibility of both the home

(hosting) and away (visiting) associations to report scores to the Zone 8 Statistician within 24 hours of

the scheduled game start time using the score reporting template found below. Failure to provide

score results in the exact fashion outlined above (meaning all necessary parties copied and proper

paperwork used) results in a $10 fine being issued to the clubs. Fines will be assessed to the

association on a monthly basis.

Late Game sheets All hard copies of the game sheets MUST be sent to the Zone Statistician

(zone8stats@gmail.com) within 72 hours of the completion of the game. Failure to submit the

official game sheet  within 72 hours results in an additional $10 fine. All gamesheets received outside of

the 72 hour window, but before 10 days result in an additional $20 fine. If a game sheet is still not

received within 10 days of the completion of the game a $50 fine will be levied. Fines will be assessed to

the association on a monthly basis.

Reporting/Gamesheet Fine Structure

Electronic score reporting not submitted to Zone Statistician within 24 hours - $10 fine

Failure to submit official game sheet by host club within 72 hours - $10 fine

Official game sheet received past 72 hour window, but before 10 days - $20 fine

Official game sheet not received within 10 days of game being played - $50 fine

Score Submission Template

Date: __________________ Division: _____________________

Home Club: ____________________ (win/loss) Score: ________________________

Penalty Minutes: _________________ Head Coach Suspension: ____________

Visiting Club: ___________________(win/loss) Score: ________________________

Penalty Minutes: _________________ Head Coach Suspension: ____________

Game Misconduct: ______________________ Gross: ________________

Match: ______________ Player #: _______________ Team: _______________
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